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Abstract 

In 1992 the Haldex group bought Sigvard Johansson’s patent from 1988. The original design is 

based on a rotational speed difference dependent pump that creates a hydraulic pressure to engage 

the clutch that locks up the rotational difference. From the originally rather simple solution this has 

developed to gain in controllability and engagement speed to become a market leading system. The 

traction division of the Haldex group was recently sold to BorgWarner. 

 

When designing a four wheel drive system in a car the goal is to get the desired speed on all four 

wheels. For example, when cornering on pavement the requested speed of the rear wheels is lower 

than the speed of the front wheels, which requires the coupling between the differentials to allow 

speed differences. When trying to maintain a controlled slip during specific conditions vibrations may 

occur. The goal is to foresee when this will happen, create greater understanding and possibilities to 

avoid them. In later years the benefits with simulation has become more and more obvious, what to 

expect from a physical system and when to expect it. This is one of the major differences between 

high-end products and those built in a shed. 

 

The goals of this thesis are to 

• Create a dynamics model of the drive train. 

• Verify the simulated results and improve the simulation based on the testing results. 

• Make it possible to foresee when dynamic problems will occur and how to avoid them. 

 

A simplified model of the drive train was created in Simulink. Parts like drive shafts are assumed to 

be constant torsion beams and other components stiff; moment of inertia and damping were measured 

and taken in consideration. Friction models with various lubricants were created and implemented into 

the simulation. Both simulation and verification in testing rig were performed with data and driving 

case taken from a real car. The driving case was also used in a testing rig in order to verify the results 

and improve the simulation model. To be able to compare results from both methods the simulation 

was modified to the configuration of the rig. 

 

Thermal and friction models have been confirmed in rig testing and vibrations in the drive train 

have been linked to variations in sliding velocity. However when simulating a complex system, like 

the drive train of a car, there are lots of factors that affects vibrations, neither does rig testing with the 

very same setup give the same result every time. The simulation time is a big success since it takes 

less than a minute to simulate a simple drive case and if the user has an overview of the programming 

changes can be made easily without complications or error messages. The simulation instrument can 

be used to initially evaluate a new drive train setup or new friction characteristics of a friction system.  
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Nomenclature 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acronyms 
LTU Luleå Tekniska Universitet, Luleå University of Technology 

LSC Limited Slip Coupling 

HLSC Haldex Limited Slip Coupling 

AWD All-Wheel Drive 

 
The following relations are also used throughout the thesis 

�
�� �� = �� 						 �

�� �� = �									 �
�� �� = �� 						 �

�� �� = � 

Where �� = ��  and �� = 	� 

 

With a radius of 0.0465 m (friction radius, rf) the following table is valid: 

 

  

Variable 
 

Unit 

F Force [N] 

Tq Torque [Nm] 

W Energy  [J] 

M Mass  [kg] 

N Newton [kg*m/ss] 

r Radius  [m] 

n Revolutions per minute  [rpm] 

T Temperature  [oC] 

t Time  [s] 

Fn Normal force [N] 

	
  Friction radius of efficiency [m] 

�
 Number of friction interfaces [á] 

PP Hydraulic pressure piston [MPa] 

ROP Outer radius of piston [m] 

RIP Inner radius of piston [m] 

A Amplitude [m] 

� Dislocation [m] 

�� ,  Velocity [m/s] 

�� , � Acceleration [m/s2] 

K Spring constant [N/m] 

� Rotational dislocation (angle) [rad] 

�� , � Rotational velocity [rad/s] 

�� , ��  Rotational acceleration [rad/s2] 

f Frequency [Hz] 

� Young’s modulus [Pa] 

ν Poisson’s ratio [-] 

I Moment of inertia [kg*m*s2] 

µ Friction coefficient [-] 

v Velocity [m/s] 

n (Rpm) ��  (m/s) ω (Rad/s) 

1 0.00487 0.1047 

205 1 21.5 

9.55 0.0466 1 
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1. Introduction 
The Haldex Traction main customers are the automotive industry that produces cars with perpendi-

cular mounted engines. The interest of four-wheel drive in regular road cars has increased since it be-

came available to ordinary road cars with the Audi Quattro and the 80's group B rally era. The demand 

of four wheel drive cars has increased since the mid 1980’s and is today an option in most production 

cars. The technology of the four wheel drive system has evolved to gain in production costs and per-

formance. 

When cornering on pavement the average speed of the rear wheels is lower than the average speed 

of the front wheels, because the rear wheels travel a shorter distance. In four wheel drive cars the con-

nection between the differentials of the front and rear axle cannot be stiff. If this was the case it would 

cause dynamic problems and massive tire wear which is why there has to be a non stiff connection 

between the differentials. Using a controllable clutch also gives the ability to maintain a requested 

speed difference, when for example cornering and transferring torque to both front and rear wheels. 

When engaging the limited slip coupling (LSC) there is a risk of vibrations due to the setup of the 

drive train and the friction characteristics of the clutch. 

Previous work regarding LSC’s has been focused on the clutch and not the influence with the drive 

train. Research has been done at Luleå University of Technology (LTU), most of it regarding the tri-

bology in the friction interfaces, and the accumulated heat and its distribution. An important aspect 

that has not earlier been investigated is the drive train dynamics influence with the clutch. If vibrations 

occur in a laboratory environment with a rig drive train, will they occur earlier or not at all in a car and 

how do the friction characteristics affect vibrations? There have been lots of testing at BorgWarner on 

the Haldex LSC (HLSC) regarding vibrations in the clutch, but not how the drive train affects vibra-

tions. 

The assignment from Haldex is to create a simulation that evaluates when vibrations occur and 

what properties affect vibrations in the system. The simulation is then evaluated and modified to more 

accurately describe the required system.  
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2. Pre-study 
Both traction and vehicle dynamics are major benefits of the LSC technology. There are several 

competing systems on the market; the wet multi disc clutch's advantage is the activation speed, con-

trollability and the possibility to interact with the driving aid systems in the car. Electronic stability 

programs, traction control, anti-lock brake systems run-flat-tires and towage that often require the 

AWD to engage or disengage. Figure 2.1 show is where the clutch is located in the drive train. 

 
Figure	2.1:	Power	train	layout	and	the	Volvo	V50	rear	drive	train	(1).	

2.1. The Haldex limited slip coupling 
The Haldex Traction Systems LSC has in 15 years become a market-leading system for AWD. It is 

based on a multi-plate wet clutch where every second plate is coated with a sintered friction material 

(friction plate) and every second is a plain steel plate (separator plate). This is shown in Figure 2.3. 

Without engaging the system there is still a small torque transfer due to viscous friction and pre force 

on the piston from a spring. When the control system detects an unwanted speed difference between 

the front and rear wheels the hydraulic piston is engaged and the plates are pushed together, increasing 

the friction between the plates and transferring torque to the rear wheels. The layout of Haldex gen 4 

LSC is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 
Figure	2.2:	Layout	of	the	Haldex	gen	4	(1).	

2.2. Wet clutch principle 
In the Haldex LSC the friction interface is lubricated, which means there is a fluid between the 

steel plates and the friction plates. This type of clutch system has several advantages compared to dry 

clutches and fully mechanical system such as reduced wear and improved performance since the fluid 

is cooling and cleaning the system. The major advantage is the ability to maintain a controlled slip and 

transferring the requested torque to the secondary drive wheels of the vehicle at the same time (1), (2). 

A schematic clutch and friction plates is shown in figure 2.3. 
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Figure	2.3:	Multiple	disc	wet	clutch	drawing	(2)	and	friction	and	separator	plates	(3).	

2.2.1. Transferred torque 
Basic physics tells that the transferred torque is given by (4) 

	 Tq	 = 	 R	7 ∙ μ	 ∙ N ∙ n
 ,	 Eq	2.1	
where µ  is the friction coefficient, N is the normal force applied in the perpendicular direction to 

the surface and nf is the number of friction interfaces. Rf is the friction radius that is given by equation 

2.2 (5). 

	 <
 = =>
? ∙ @<A? + <C?D	 Eq	2.2	

The remaining variable µ is more complex; first of all it varies between static (µ s) and dynamic 

(µd). Both of these are depending on the friction material in the friction discs, the material in the sepa-

rator plates, the oil and its additives and temperature. The dynamic friction is also affected by the slid-

ing velocity. 

 

2.3. Dynamics calculation 

2.3.1. Torsion 
Torsion spring constant (Kt) is calculated by  

	 EF = −HI ∙ �,	 Eq	2.3	
 

the angle � is calculated by 

	 � = JK	∙L
M∙N 	 Eq	2.4	

 

Where O/180 is the degree to radian transformation and L is length of the beam and G and K are given 

by the following equations 

	 P = 	 Q
?∙(>RS) 														H = 	 T

U? ∙ (�CV − �AV)	 Eq	2.5	
 

E is Young’s modulus and	ν is the Poisson’s ratio, for regular shaft steel (SS1450-1) these are 205GPa 

and 0.3. do and di are the outer and inner diameters of the shaft, when thick walled or solid shaft di is 

equal to zero. 

The equations 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 put together give 
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	 HI = Q∙T∙(XYZ[X\Z)
L∙?∙(>RS)∙U? 	 Eq	2.6	

 

that is the torsion spring coefficient (Kt) and the parameter study gives that Tq = N*m. 

2.3.2. Inertia 
The moment of inertia for a tube, such as a prop shaft is calculated with (4) 

	 ^_ = >
? `(	A? + 	C?),	 Eq	2.7	

 

ri and ro are the inner and outer radius, if it is a solid shaft or disc ri is zero. And of course the mass is 

given by 

	 ` = b ∙ c = b ∙ d ∙ e = b ∙ O ∙ (	C? − 	A?) ∙ e.	 Eq	2.8	
2.3.3. Gear ratio 

Gear ratio, U between pinion and differential is calculated by 

	 g = 	 �hi �jkJl 	 Eq	2.9	
 

From these formulas the properties in Appendix 2 have been calculated.  
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3. Stick-slip and shudder 
Self-induced oscillations in the LSC origins from that the friction in the clutch varies and that the 

drive train is not stiff. Figure 3.1 shows a simplified model of a dynamic system where M represents 

the moment of inertia, K the springiness of the driveline and Ff the friction Force in the clutch (4). 

 

 
Figure	3.1:	Sketch	of	friction	system.	

 

During specific conditions this system will suffer from “stick-slip” which means that the mass will 

stick to the surface when the force in the spring is lower than the maximum static friction between the 

mass and the surface. When the force in the spring is greater than the maximum static friction force the 

mass will begin to slide until the dynamic friction is the greater force, and the mass stops, see section 

[4.1]. When studying the HLSC the model will be rotational and more complex. 

Another condition that occurs is shudder; this is vibrations when always remaining a positive slid-

ing velocity, seen in Figure 3.2. Shudder is a condition that origins from the variation in dynamic fric-

tion and is most common with the friction characteristics of Oil 2 in Figure 3.3. When the sliding ve-

locity decreases the friction increases at first but then decreases causing the sliding velocity to increase 

once again. 

 
Figure	3.2:	Variation	in	sliding	velocity.	

 

Stick-slip or shudder appear as vibrations, when it occurs in an LSC it shows as both lower frequency 

vibrations and squeal noises and can in some cases create permanent damages to the clutch. This is 

why the friction characteristics and drive train dynamics are crucial to how the clutch will operate. 

3.1. The variation in dynamic friction 
In limited slip situations it is preferred to have a low static friction and a dynamic friction that is in-

creasing along with the sliding velocity, such as Oil 1 in Figure 3.3. This minimizes the risk of “shud-

der”. See section 4.3. 

3.1.1. Lubricant and additives 
When having a demand for continuous slip it is important to know how the dynamic friction varies 

with the sliding velocity. Figure 3.3 shows how different fluids affect the friction (6). 
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Figure	3.3:	Friction	affected	by	fluid	type	and	sliding	velocity	(6).	

3.1.2. Temperature 
In a wet clutch the temperature affects viscosity and friction. The temperatures affection of the fric-

tion varies between oils and additives, a higher temperature can transform the friction in an oil from 1 

to 2 in Figure 3.3. Another oil can get the friction characteristics transformed from 2 to 1 with a higher 

temperature. It is therefore required to know how the heat is distributes in the LSC. In a simplified 

model it would be a good idea to start with two temperatures, one in the friction interface (at the fric-

tion radius) and one in the surrounding (housing, oil sump, etc.). 

3.1.3. Degradation 
In the same way a change of temperature affects the friction, wear of the lubricant has a similar ef-

fect. Degradation of a lubricant is caused by heat and contamination of particles and water. As can be 

seen in Figure 3.4 a used, in this case oxidized oil, clearly gets “shudder behavior” friction characteris-

tics (7), (8). 

 
Figure	3.4:	Oxidized	(thick	line)	versus	fully	formulated	(thin	line)	lubricant	(7).	
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4. Simulation and testing 
Making a simulation 100% realistic is not possible, and if it was it would require massive amount 

of time and calculation performance. However a simulation that is good enough is about determining 

what is of importance and what parts that will not affect in the end result.  

4.1. Sliding friction force model 
The model in Figure 3.1 is rather simple to simulate, the resulting force on the mass is (9) 

 

	 H(�2 − �1) − t ∙ u − ` ∙ ��1 = 0,																	(t ∙ u = vw)	 Eq	4.1	
 

Where Ff is friction force and is depending on whether the mass is moving or not, Ff is equal to Fs 

(static) or Fd (dynamic). The acceleration in position 1 is represented by	��1. As seen in section [3.1], 

the dynamic friction is also velocity dependent. 	` ∙ ��1 is the force that is caused by the moment of 

inertia. 

	 u = 	 x uy,							1 = 0
uX(1), 1	 ≠ 0{	 Eq	4.2	

 

When using Simulink it is unlikely that the sliding velocity is exactly zero, therefore static friction 

is used when sliding velocity is very low (v < 0.05). The Simulink model of this system is attached in 

appendix 1. 

4.2. Inertia torque model 
This model is even though the differences to the system in section [4.1] based on the same prin-

ciples, although instead of axial movement, the movement is rotational. The simplified model in Fig-

ure 4.1 shows a rotational mass driven by a torsion bar and braked by a friction interface between the 

mass and the grounded disc and 4.2 shows all parameters of importance. The methods for calculating 

K and I are described in appendix 2. 

 

 
Figure	4.1:	Simplified	rotational	model	with	torsion	constant	on	the	torsion	bar	and	moment	of	inertia	

on	the	mass.	

 
Figure	4.2:	Displacements,	rotational	velocities	and	positions.	
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When the input torque is affecting position 1, resulting force in position 2 can be described as (9) 

 

	 (�1 − �2) ∙ H −	�� 2 ∙ ^ − t ∙ 	
 ∙ u(�2) ∙ �
 = 0		 Eq	4.3	
 

Compared to equation 4.1 there are obvious similarities, �� 2 is the acceleration in position 2. As well 

as in section [4.1] the friction is velocity dependent by the following relation 

	 u = 	 x uy,							�2 = 0
uX(�2), �2	 ≠ 0{	 Eq	4.4	

4.3. Transferred torque 
The force affecting the friction interfaces is 

 

	 vi = }~ ∙ O ∙ @<j~? − <h~?D	 Eq	4.5	
 

where PP, the hydraulic pressure in MPa is the normal force, FN in Newton and the ROP and RIP is the 

piston inner and outer radius. Some applications must take centrifugal force in consideration, this de-

pending on whether the piston is rotating or not, in the HLSC the piston is stationary. There is a con-

stant force from the spring behind the piston see figure 4.3, due to the shape of the spring and the lack 

of knowledge of the spring deformation the force is set to be constant. 20N equals 2mm deformation. 

	Figure	4.3:	Piston	spring	
4.3.1. Friction 

To obtain a reliable friction function that is dependent on sliding velocity and at the same time keep 

the interface temperature under control pin on disc testing is used, figure 4.4 (7 s. paper 2).The result 

from the testing where in scatter plots to which curves at different temperatures was approximated. 

Another way of measuring the friction constant is to use the full friction discs in a modified clutch; 

this has the disadvantage of not knowing the exact temperature; however it may be used to verify the 

pin on disc testing, especially in combination with simulations of a data assembly. The measurements 

at different temperatures are shown in appendix 9. 

 

 
Figure	4.4:	Pin	on	disc	testing	device.	
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The graphs in Appendix 4 show results from testing in rig with a full-size friction disc with 30 and 

80 bar of hydraulic pressure, this is not comparable since it uses another coupling. The results show 

that the friction is dependent on the force applied, however the affection compared to the influence of 

temperature and sliding velocity is small (3). The testing with full-size discs drawback is that it 

doesn’t allow to control or measure the temperature as accurately as in the pin on disc and in the end 

of every speed ramp there is a temperature difference of about 15 degrees (calculated by the torque 

transferred and the mass of the friction and separator plates and lamella basket, 847J/K) which isn’t 

taken into consideration in the plots, the temperature only represents the initial temperature of every 

loop. This taken into consideration the full-size temperature dependent slope of the friction curve 

should be very close to the pin on disc testing slope at higher velocities. The temperature was meas-

ured in the separator plates to gain an as accurate value as possible.  

4.4. Damping 
Damping can be added to unstable systems, for example in a car suspension to eliminate swinging 

and improve ride dynamics. 

	Figure	4.5:	Damper	cross	section.	
 

The rotational damping in the clutch is dependent on the rotational speed and the friction. The 

damping torque is often called B in dynamic calculations and 

 

	 v = � ∙ �� 				hence				EF = � ∙ �� 	 Eq	4.6	
 

To find out the rotational damping, in front, in rear and of the total LSC a test was preformed. The 

torque was measured whilst increasing the rotation speed the pre-pressure piston spring was removed 

and there was no hydraulic pressure on the piston, the speed was increased from 0 to 200 rpm. First on 

ingoing axle only. Then on outgoing only and at last on ingoing with outgoing spinning freely. The 

speed inclination was gained during one minute to rule out torque acceleration torque 

4.4.1. Fluid film damping 
The damping in the friction interface is created by a thin oil film between the friction material and 

the steel-plates. The damping force is given by (8). 

 

	 v = η ∙ d ∙ �
�	 Eq	4.7	

 

Where η is viscosity at the current temperature, v is the sliding velocity and h the thickness of the film. 

  



4.4.2. Measuring viscosity 
There are several ways of measuring viscosity; however 

slightly conical (1°) plate rotating 3µ

required to maintain a rotating velocity the viscosity is calculated by the same principle as in Eq 4.8.

Figure	
4.5. Thermal simulation 

The accumulated heat is calculated from the obtained energy,

 

	 � = EFICI�� ∙ �				∆E =
 

	 ∆E = � � ÌCI��⁄ 	
 

giving the temperature increase where 

CM is the energy that is required to 

bution is very complex, since every atom is at a certain temperature at a certain moment, this cannot 

be simulated. As a “quick and dirty” method the LSC can be approximated to three elements, clutch, 

clutch housing and the surrounding air, see

 

Figure	4
4.6. Heat flux  

The CMlamellas was calculated for the lamellas steel plates and the surrounding clutch basket, figure 

4.8. When estimating the heat transfer from the 

flow thru the lamellas and the oil splashing together with the thermal conduction 

friction discs. The calculated energy in

and 20 seconds which results in about 84kJ of accumulated energy. The temperature in the friction 

interface is after that heating procedure calculated to 120

steady state is reached is about 32 degrees

about 11 degrees (lower due to cooling of the h
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There are several ways of measuring viscosity; however the one used is this which 

µm above a plane surface, see Figure 4.6. By measuring the torque 

rotating velocity the viscosity is calculated by the same principle as in Eq 4.8.

 
Figure	4.6:	Device	for	viscosity	measuring.	

he accumulated heat is calculated from the obtained energy, 

= �/� ÌCI�� 	

	
giving the temperature increase where Tqtotal is all transferred torque and friction torque in the LSC, 

CM is the energy that is required to increase the temperature in the clutch one degree. 

bution is very complex, since every atom is at a certain temperature at a certain moment, this cannot 

dirty” method the LSC can be approximated to three elements, clutch, 

clutch housing and the surrounding air, see Figure 4.7. 

4.7:	Simplified	thermal	distribution	system.	

was calculated for the lamellas steel plates and the surrounding clutch basket, figure 

estimating the heat transfer from the discs to the housing the vehicle speed is crucial, the oil 

flow thru the lamellas and the oil splashing together with the thermal conduction are 

energy in the friction interfaces was after 1000Nm with 40rpm diff

hich results in about 84kJ of accumulated energy. The temperature in the friction 

heating procedure calculated to 120°C and the full housing temperature

2 degrees as also can be seen in figure 5.4 the temperat

lower due to cooling of the housing to the surrounding air). 

the one used is this which is based on a 

. By measuring the torque 

rotating velocity the viscosity is calculated by the same principle as in Eq 4.8. 

Eq	4.8	

Eq	4.9	
ion torque in the LSC, 

. Thermal distri-

bution is very complex, since every atom is at a certain temperature at a certain moment, this cannot 

dirty” method the LSC can be approximated to three elements, clutch, 

 

was calculated for the lamellas steel plates and the surrounding clutch basket, figure 

vehicle speed is crucial, the oil 

 what cools the 

was after 1000Nm with 40rpm diff speed 

hich results in about 84kJ of accumulated energy. The temperature in the friction 

and the full housing temperature, when 

as also can be seen in figure 5.4 the temperature rise was 
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	Figure	4.8:	Lamellas,	distances	and	clutch	basket.	
 

The energy flow approximated function was linear which is an advantage to keep it simple, accord-

ing to Figure 5.4 the function is valid for the measured cooling cycles however it would be good to test 

the function in a rig that can manage higher rotations. The function is presented in Equation 5.4. It 

must once again be mentioned that this is a three stage simplified model, the thermal distribution in the 

friction interfaces is very complex, however the interference of the transferred torque due to tempera-

ture variation of the friction interface should not be compromised. The thermal distribution functions 

have come in second hand in order to prioritize simulation speed and the dynamics simulation. 

 

Also when cooling the LSC housing the speed of the vehicle is crucial, the substitution of air sur-

rounding the clutch and the air temperature is the largest factors, humidity and heat radiation are other 

factors that are too small and partly taken in consideration due to the nature of the testing. The testing 

was performed at two different wind speeds, 0 and 4.6 m/s. 4.6m/s was simulated with a table fan. A 

function was then approximated to the logged cooling curves. To simulate as close to a real car case as 

possible a “hat” was made to imitate the air flow underneath the car. 

 	Figure	4.9:	Fan	simulating	4.6	m/s	of	air	velocity.	
	

	Figure	4.10:	Temperature	simulation	when	running	the	real	drive	case	described	later.	
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4.7. V70 drive train 
To save time and improve simulating performance it is important to make simplifications and as-

sumptions, for example the differential and other rigid drive train components will be assumed to be 

stiff, flexible parts are the prop shaft and drive shafts (9), (10). Simplifications regarding moments of 

inertia has been made, the moment of inertia for shafts is seen as homogeneous and no respect has 

been taken to the angle differences in the shafts, if the model is proven to be successful this is some-

thing that could be further revised to improve the model. All units of importance are calculated in ap-

pendix 3, using the formulas from appendix 2. 

	Figure	4.11:	V70	drive	train	mounted	in	the	“full	drive	train	rig”.	
Since the drive case was once recorded in a Volvo V70, this is the drive train from which the set-

tings for the simulation are based on 

 

The following units are connected to Figure 4.12. Simplifications give only four variable positions, 

a, b, c and d. Position e is fixed since it is the rotational speed difference that is of importance, and the 

input is the rotational speed difference, �hi.  

 
Figure	4.12:	Drive	train	simplification.	

 

U is the gear ratio between the pinion and the crown gear in the differential. The striped area be-

tween b and c is the LSC. The Simulink printout can be seen in appendix 4. Rotational speed depen-

dent damping is also added at positions b and d due to material, viscous damping and damping due to 

the lubricant film in the friction interfaces is also added, section [4.4]. Depending on what environ-

ment that is required to simulate the model is flexible and there is one other drive train that is prepared 

in the simulation.  
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4.8. Predetermined driving case 
To be able to compare the simulated results with the results from rig testing and testing in a car it is 

needed to run the same “driving case” in all of them. To be able to use the results the driving case is 

taken from testing in a car, the sequence that is used is an aggressive acceleration and then a sudden 

turn, creating a speed difference platform with torque transfer and a second platform of speed differ-

ence without torque transfer, see Figure 4.13. 

 

 
Figure	4.13:	Printout	from	rig	when	shudder	is	occurring.	
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5. Results and discussion 
 

5.1. Friction 
The friction measurements from pin on disc testing that was described in section 4.3. The inclina-

tion of the curves may be compared with the full disc testing performed at Haldex, see appendix 4 & 

5. 

5.1.1. Oil A 
Oil A shows a negative slope in figure 5.1. The friction function is valid between 0 and 3 m/s and is 

given by Eq 5.1. 

 
Figure	5.1:	Scatter	plot	and	friction	curves	using	Oil	A.	

 

 u = 0.128 ∙ tanh(4 ∙  + 1.35) + 0.01 ∙ tanh(0.8 ∙  − 0.2) − 0.232 ∙ tanh(0.15 ∙ ) +
0.0277 ∙  − �.�U�

(>�?�∙�) + (384 − E) ∙ �0.00011 + 0.0004 ∙ tanh(1000 ∙ ) + �.�����
(>R>�∙�)� Eq 5.1 

 

5.1.2. Oil B 
Oil B shows in contrast to oil A a positive slope in figure 5.2. The friction function is valid between 0 

and 3 m/s and is given by Eq 5.2. this implies that oil A is more likely to show shudder behavior. 

 
Figure	5.2:	Scatter	plot	and	friction	curves	using	oil	B.	

 

 μ = 	0.11 ∙ tanh(4 ∙  + 0.8) + 0.01 ∙ tanh(9 ∙ ) + 0.017 ∙ tanh(0.4 ∙ ) − 0.0025 ∙  +
(387 − E) �0.00018 +	 �.��>

(?R>�∙�) − 0.001 ∙ tanh(6 ∙ ) + 0.00007 ∙ tanh(1.5 ∙ ) + 0.0004 ∙ � Eq 5.2 
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5.2. Damping 
The rotational damping in and out of the HLSC was surprisingly linear and is therefore approx-

imated by a linear function. The blur in the torque signals is because of a non constant rotation, due to 

shortage of inertia in the testing equipment. The speed ramp in figure 5.3 was used when estimating 

the damping in the components. 

	Figure	5.3:	Speed	ramp	function	from	0	to	200	rpm	over	60	seconds	
 

Damping torque of the ingoing axle is shown in figure 5.4. Where the torque required to maintain a 

constant rotational speed is given by 

 

	 EF = 0.108 ∙ �A�	 Eq	5.3	
 

The function is also represented by the red line in figure 5.4. 

	Figure	5.4:	Damping	torque	of	front	axle	of	LSC	dependent	on	rotational	speed.	
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Damping torque of the outgoing axle is shown in figure 5.5 The torque required to maintain a con-

stant rotational speed is given by  

 

	 EF = 0.13 ∙ �C�I	 Eq	5.4	
 

The function is also represented by the red line in figure 5.5. 

	Figure:	5.5:	Damping	torque	of	outgoing	axle	of	LSC	dependent	on	rotational	speed.	
 

The result when rotating the input axle and allowing the output to spin freely shows almost no av-

erage torque transfer, figure 5.6. This indicates that most of the damping torque ~0.098 Nm*rad-1*s-1 is 

situated in the friction discs.  

 

	Figure	5.6:	Damping	torque	total	of	LSC	dependent	on	rotational	speed.	
 

Resulting dampening factors of in and outgoing axles 

 

	 EF�� = 0.032 t� 	�� ∙ �l 					EFC�I = 0.011 t� 	�� ∙ �l 	 Eq	5.5	
 

And a dampening in the lamellas of 

 

	 EF�������� = 0.098 t� 	�� ∙ �l 	 Eq	5.6	
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The piston spring is compressed with 4mm when mounted this gives a distance of 0.2mm per fric-

tion interface when the spring is dismounted. The measured dampening in the friction interfaces 

should then be the same as the calculated damping in the fluid film. An oil film of 0.2mm at 30°C and 

0.5 m/s gives 

 

	 EF�������y = 	
 ∙ �
 ∙ η ∙ d ∙ �
� = 0.0465 ∙ 20 ∙ 0.09 ∙ 0.0045 ∙ �.�

�.���? = 0.94t�	 Eq	5.7	
 

A sliding velocity of 0.5 m/s equals a diffspeed of 10rad/s which gives the experimental torque 

 

	 EF�������y = 0.098 ∙ 10 = 0.98t�		 Eq	5.8	
5.2.1. Viscosity 

In figure 5.7 the approximated function is valid between 0 and 100 °C and has the equation 

 

	 � = −0.09 + 0.0006 ∙ (E − 300) + 0.5 ∙ >
�.���∙(J[?��)	 Eq	5.9	

 

 
Figure	5.7:	Viscosity	of	oil	B	as	a	function	of	temperature.	
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5.3. Thermal model 

5.3.1. Discs to house 
The cooling function should be validated for higher rotation velocities as well, however since it fit-

ted the measured data for 5rpm this well it is more than usable. Thermal transport from discs to hous-

ing in watt: The heating of the housing from the discs is shown in figure 5.8. 

 

	 ��ℎ = (E��¡���¢� − E��¡ℎ£¤��) ∙ (2,8 + 	¡� ∙ 0,027)	 Eq	5.10 

 

	Figure	5.8:	Heating	of	the	housing	from	the	discs	with	rotations	of	0,	5	and	100	km/h.	
 

5.3.2. House to air 
The cooling of the housing to air was calculated by the function  

 

	 ℎ�� = (E��¡ℎ£¤�� − E��¡��	) ∙ (2.82 + c��£¢��¥��	 ∙ 0.25)	 Eq	5.11	
 

this gives the cooling effect in watt. The measured and extrapolated cooling and heating with room 

tempered air is shown in figure 5.9 

	Figure	5.9:	Cooling	of	the	housing	to	air	at	different	wind	speeds.	 	
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5.4. Verification of simulation model 
To interpret the results of the simulation model showed to be complex, changes of the drive train 

affects the dynamics in other ways than rotational. Intense testing in the simulation showed that a larg-

er flywheel should eliminate vibrations effectively, at the same time when testing in the full drive train 

rig the larger flywheel started bending the ingoing shaft at higher rotational velocities causing interfe-

rence to the friction interfaces. The ingoing flange was modified into a flywheel with inertia of 0.051 

kg*m*s2. 

	Figure	5.10:	The	modified	flange	with	a	flywheel	of	I=0.051kg*m*s2	

5.5. Drive case with modified ingoing axle 
Because of limitations in the rig equipment the self induced vibrations drive case is not possible to 

run, therefore the results from previous section that the simulation is valid for lower rotational speeds 

have to be enough. To find out how vibrations at lower speeds can be avoided a flywheel was added in 

the simulation and the drive case from section 4.8 was used. The flywheel inertia that was used is the 

same as in the simplified drive case. 

 

	Figure	5.11:	Simulation	of	case	in	4.8	using	oil	A,	without	and	with	inertia	on	the	input	shaft	I=0.015	
 

In figure 5.11 as good as all vibrations at higher power outputs was eliminated with an in context 

small flywheel. It would be good to position the rotating mass as close to the lamellas as possible and 

close a bearing to avoid other vibration problems. This result should not be read as that the universal 

solution is to put a flywheel on the ingoing axle since this will create other dynamics problems, the 

result should be concluded as that a rotating mass close to the lamellas may eliminate vibrations for 

some drive cases. 
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5.5.1. Simplified drive case 
The full drive train rig was a bit harder to control; therefore a simplified drive case was chosen. 

The drive case is consisting of; a one second speedup, followed by a one second maximum speed and 

at last a one second slowing down ramp.  The simulation at a speed ramp of 550rpm are shown in fig-

ure 5.12 and figure 5.13 corresponding to a speed ramp of ~2.5m/ at the friction radius. 

 

	Figure	5.12:	Simulated	shudder	vibrations	at	550	rpm.	
 

	Figure	5.13:	Simulated	shudder	vibrations	at	550	rpm	with	flywheel	(figure	5.10).	
 

A quick analysis of the simulation plots tells that there is less vibrations at a lower frequency with 

the flywheel than without it. This is confirmed by rig testing without and with the flywheel; accelero-

meter plots in figure 5.14 and 5.15 confirm that there is less vibrations with the modification. 



Figure	5

Figure	5.15:	Accelerometer	plot	from	rig	testing,	the	amplitude	is	almost	halved	when	using	the	flywheel.
 

For higher rotational velocities the results are more unclear, however 550rpm difference in rot

tional speed is already an extreme drive case. The meaning of self induced oscillations does not refer 

to such high sliding velocities, vibrations in this testing is force

lation is valid also for higher rotational velocities, but the solution to put an extra flywheel on the i

going flange is not functional due to the layout of the clutch and the weak input shaft and bearings, 

causing different vibrations of its own.
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	5.14:	Accelerometer	plot	from	rig	testing,	
	

	:	Accelerometer	plot	from	rig	testing,	the	amplitude	is	almost	halved	when	using	the	flywheel.
rotational velocities the results are more unclear, however 550rpm difference in rot

tional speed is already an extreme drive case. The meaning of self induced oscillations does not refer 

to such high sliding velocities, vibrations in this testing is forced on it. This could imply that the sim

lation is valid also for higher rotational velocities, but the solution to put an extra flywheel on the i

going flange is not functional due to the layout of the clutch and the weak input shaft and bearings, 

ifferent vibrations of its own.  

:	Accelerometer	plot	from	rig	testing,	the	amplitude	is	almost	halved	when	using	the	flywheel.	
rotational velocities the results are more unclear, however 550rpm difference in rota-

tional speed is already an extreme drive case. The meaning of self induced oscillations does not refer 

d on it. This could imply that the simu-

lation is valid also for higher rotational velocities, but the solution to put an extra flywheel on the in-

going flange is not functional due to the layout of the clutch and the weak input shaft and bearings, 
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5.6. Oil A compared to oil B 
When comparing the two tested lubricants it is shown that the oil A is worse in reducing shudder 

than oil B. The rig testing and the simulated testing are shown for oil A in figure 5.16 & 5.17 and oil B 

in figure 5.18&5.19. As can be seen when comparing plots from testing with different oils the vibra-

tions was eliminated both in the rig and in the simulation when using oil B. 

 

	Figure:	5.16:	Rig	testing	with	oil	A.	
 

	Figure	5.17:	Simulation	with	oil	A.	
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	Figure	5.18:	Rig	testing	with	oil	B.	
 

	Figure	5.19:	Simulation	with	oil	B.	
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6. Conclusions 
When simulating a complex system, like the drive train of a car, there are many aspects to keep in 

mind. The simplification to only look at the rotational dynamics may have been too broad for extreme 

situations with high rotational velocity. The simulation time is a success, since it takes less than a 

minute to simulate a simple drive case and once the user has an overview of the programming changes 

can be made easily without complications or error messages. The simulation instrument can be used to 

evaluate a new drive train setup or new friction characteristics of oil or lamellas.  

The thermal simulation is valid but should be supplemented to fit extreme cases better. 

The shudder behavior dependent of the slope of the friction curve that have been stated by several 

previous reports was also confirmed in the simulation 
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7. Future work 
• Make shafts and joints non-homogeneous, apply model to a more specific drive train. 

• Create more steps in the thermal distribution model and add for example the differential. 

• Possible modifications to the model to compensate for non constant rotations of the front pi-

nion and wheels. 

• Verification of the model in a full drive train rig (or car) with various drive cases and fre-

quency analysis. 
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Appendix 1 – Simulink printout of simple rotational system 

Simulink model of simple rotational system. 

function y = fcn(u,v,x) 
%konstanter 
I = 2;                      %moment of inertia 
N = 20;                     %Normalforce 
n = 5;                      %number of friction interfaces 
r = 5;                      %friction radius 
mys = 0.15;                 %static friction coefficient 

 
fs = N*r*n*mys;                         %static friction force 
fd = N*r*n*(0.05 + 0.07*tanh(0.1*v));   %dynamic friction force 
i = x*I;                    %sorce from inertia 
if abs(v) < 0.05            %at low speeds  

     
    if (u + i) < fs         %if the force from the spring is lower than the 

static friction 
        y = 0;              %the resulting force is 0 
    else  
       y = u - fd - i;      %if the force from the spring is greater than the  

                             friction 
    end 
else 
    y = u - fd - i;          %the resulting force is the sum of springforce-  

                              dynamic force- force from inertia 
end 

 

 
µd = 0.05 + 0.07*tanh(0.1*v)  
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Appendix 2 – Magnitude of parameters 

Friction radius 
Friction radius Rf is calculated by 

 �� = ��
� ∙ ��	� + ���� (A1) 

Measured units are Ri = 0,0385 and Ro = 0,0545, these values gives 

 �� = ��
� ∙ 0,0385� + 0,0545�� = 0,04718 (A2) 

Rpm, sliding velocity, rad/s 
The sliding velocity is never constant but to get an idea of the magnitudes here follows an examplewith 

Diffspeed = 1rpm and friction radius, Rf = 0,0465. 

 
��������� ���� = 1 60� !�� (A3) 

 	O� 	= 	0,0465 ∙ 2	 ∙ % = 0,295	' (A4) 

Sliding velocity at 1 rpm is the equal to 

 
�
() ∙ 0.0465 ∙ 2 ∙ % = 0.00487	'/� (A5) 

 

 

 

Gear ratio in differential 

,-. = 16,					,/01 = 41  

 2 =	16 41� = 3, 45367 (A6) 

This means that when the wheels turn sixteen revolutions the cardan axle turns forty-one. 

 

Moment of inertia of V70 drive train 

 89 = �
�:!	� + !���,										89 = '!�	;ℎ�,	;=>�� (A7) 

Moment of inertia in cardan axle (I1). 

Five components, three joints(80mm) and two pipes (50 and 60mm) with 1.6 mm of material. 

Rpm m/s Rad/s 

1 0.00487 0.1047 

205 1 21.5 

9.55 0.0466 1 
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 2 ∙ 0,025� = 0.00125 (A8) 

 2.65 ∙ 0,03� = 0.002385 (A9) 

 
�.?∙),)@A

� = 0.0024 (A10) 

 ∑ =0.0125 + 0.002385 + 3 ∙ 0.0024 = 0.022085 (A11) 

 

Moment of inertia front of lsc (I2). 

 
�
� 5 ∙ 0.065� = 0,0105625 (A12) 

Moment of inertia in rear of lsc and pinion (I3). 

 
�
� 1 ∙ 0.015� + �

� 0.5 ∙ 0.035� = 0.00041875 (A13) 

Moment of inertia in differential (I4). 

�
� ∙ 0.5 ∙ 0.02� + �

� ∙ 2 ∙ 0.065� + �
� ∙ 1 ∙ 0.05� + �

� ∙ 1.5 ∙ 0.05� + �
� ∙ 0.5 ∙ 0.02� = 0.00765 (A14) 

Moment of inertia in drive shafts (I5). 

 
�
� ∙ 2.3 ∙ 0,055� + �

� ∙ 3.14 ∙ 0,016� + �
� ∙ 0.8 ∙ 0,045� = 0.004691 (A15) 

Stiffness of V70 drivetrain 

 CD = E∙F∙GHIJGKI�
L∙�∙�MN�∙O� 	 (A16) 

Torsion in split cardan axle 

Dimensions part 1: L = 0.750,  do = 0.05,  di = 0.0468 

 
�)?EP∙F∙),)?IJ),)@(QI�

),R?∙�∙�M),O�∙O� = 	15	000	S'/!T� (A17) 

Dimensions part 2: L = 1.1,  do = 0.06,  di = 0.0568 

 
�)?EP∙F∙),)(IJ),)?(QI�

�,�∙�∙�M),O�∙O� = 	18	000	S'/!T� (A18) 
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Figure A1: Cut up cardan axle from Volvo V70. 

Cardan axle total is given by the springs in series formula 
�

UD�D = �
U�+ �

U� 

 V = 	 �
W

WXYYYM W
WZYYY

= [633	\]/^_` (A19) 

Torsion in drive shafts with dimensions L = 0.4, do = 0.019, di = 0 

 
�)?EP∙F∙),)�aI�
),@∙�∙�M),O�∙O� = 	2500	S'/!T� (A20) 

Since the drive shafts are parallel the total torsion constant is V = 6 ∙ 6733 = 7333 

When simulating the rig “drive train” axles are very stiff compared to the car drive train, therefore it is 

needed to know the stiffness of the components in the LSC. 

Input shaft LSC with dimensions L = 0.12, do = 0.030, di = 0 

 
�)?EP∙F∙),)OI�
),��∙�∙�M),O�∙O� = 	76	673	\]/^_` (A21) 

Output shaft LSC with dimensions L = 0.14, do = 0.025, di = 0 

 
�)?EP∙F∙),)�?I�
),�@∙�∙�M),O�∙O� = 	6b	c33	\]/^_` (A22) 

Torsion constants in rig “drive train” (dyn4) with dimensions L = 1.5, do = 0.07, di = 0 

 
�)?EP∙F∙),)RI�
�,?∙�∙�M),O�∙O� = 	b6d	333	\]/^_` (A23) 

The drive train is mirrored , so the torsion spring constant is the same both in front and rear of the HLSC 
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Appendix 3 – Thermal calculations 

 

CMlamellas, lamellas and lamella basket 

Brass:10*21 = 210g and Steel: 10*30+9*35+1052 = 1,667kg 

 CM = 0,210*380+1,667*460=847J/K (A24) 

CMhousing 

Alu: 2598+1840+520+233 = 5,191kg in front housing, rear housing, pump, piston 

Steel: 1+1,044+0.34=2,384kg in rear and front axle, bearings 

Oil: 0,7*0.96=0.672 

 CM=5,191*903+2,384*460+0,672*1800=6994J/K (A25) 

CMtotal 

 CM=847+6994=7840J/K (A26) 

Temperature after 20 seconds cycle 40rpm 1000Nm 

Energy accumulated: 
@)
() ∙ 20 ∙ 2 ∙ % ∙ 1000 = 83776e 

 ∆Tdiscs = 83776 847� = 98,9	 (A27) 

 ∆l;m;Tn = 83776 6994� = 11,97 (A28) 
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Appendix 4 – Friction curves from friction testing with full size discs 
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Appendix 5 – High sliding velocities friction measurements 
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Appendix 6 – Script.m, the main script 

%file is script.m 
% 
%This simulation was created to analyze vibrations during continious slip 
%in the HLSC in colaboration with the rear drivetrain. The file variables.m 
%contains all adjustable variables and constants of the system.  
%When changing drivingcase the the input matrixes of w and p has to be 
%checked and possibly altered or interpolated. When running simulations  
%without vibrations the cpu-time is signifficantly shorter than when  
%vibrations occur. 

  
%The files needed to run a complete simulation are: 
%script.m           %this file that controls the simulation 
%variables.m        %variables 
%dynamic.mdl        %dynamics simulation 
%cooling.mdl        %simulates cooling between loops 
%parameter.mat      %driving case parameters col1[rpm], col2[Mpa piston oil 

pressure] 

  
tic; 
clear all 
close all 

  
%tout and yout from dynamics simulation  
%t2out and zout from cooling simulation  
% tout(:,1) =   Time 
% yout(:,1) =   Torque transfered 
% yout(:,2) =   Sliding velocity at friction interface 
% yout(:,3) =   angB 
% yout(:,4) =   my 
% yout(:,5) =   Temperature difference sump 
% yout(:,6) =   Temperature difference discs 
% t2out(:,1) =   Time 
% zout(:,1) =   Temperature difference discs 
% zout(:,2) =   Temperature difference sump 

  
%% Variables & curves 

  
%Read variables.m and parameter.mat 
variables 

  
load('parameter.mat') 

  
%Initial calculations 
Apist = pi*(RADIUSpistono.^2 - RADIUSpistoni.^2);                   %Piston 

area 
Adampening = (pi*(RADIUSfrictiono.^2-RADIUSfrictioni.^2));%area/filmthickness 
RADIUSfriction = sqrt(0.5*(RADIUSfrictioni.^2+RADIUSfrictiono.^2)); %Friction 

radius 
U = D1/D2;                                                          %Gear 

ratio in differential (0,25)[pinion/crownwheel] 
CMdiscs = Csteel*MASSdiscsteel + Cbrass*MASSdiscbrass; 
CMhouse = Csteel*MASSsteel + Coil*MASSoil + Calu*MASSalu; 

  
%Preparing w and p 
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if drivecase > 0 
parameterlength = length(parameter(:,1)); 
t=linspace(0,dynamicendtime,(parameterlength)); 
w(:,1) = parameter(:,1)*((2*pi)/60); 

  
for x = 1:parameterlength 
    if x < 3 
        r(x,2) = parameter(x,2); 
    elseif x > (parameterlength-3) 
       r(x,2) = parameter(x,2); 
    else 
       r(x,2) = (parameter(x-2,2)*0.1 + parameter(x-1,2)*0.2 + ... 
           parameter(x,2)*0.4 + parameter(x+1,2)*0.2 + parameter(x+2,2)*0.1); 
    end 
end 
    p = 1000000*(r(:,2));       %Pressure from MPa to [Pa] 
else 
r(1:(rampinittime*rampresolution)) = 

linspace(0,rampinitspeed,(rampresolution*rampinittime)); 
r((rampresolution*rampinittime+1):((ramptime+rampinittime)*rampresolution)) = 

linspace(rampinitspeed,rampendspeed,(rampresolution*ramptime)); 
r(((ramptime+rampinittime)*rampresolution+1):(rampresolution*(rampinittime*2+

ramptime))) = linspace(rampendspeed,0,(rampresolution*rampinittime)); 
w(:,1) = (r(1,:)/60)*2*pi; 

  
t=linspace(0,dynamicendtime,(rampresolution*(rampinittime*2+ramptime))); 
%(length(w))+1); 

  
p = 

linspace((ramppressure*100000),(ramppressure*100000),(rampresolution*(rampini

ttime*2+ramptime))); 
end 

     
%% Simulation 
%Write initial conditions 
fprintf('simulation with %u loops and airtemperature %.1f°C 

starting\n',loops,TEMPair-273.15) 

                                                                         
%Looping the simulink models and builds TEMPmatrix 
for n = 1:(loops)  
    s = (n-1)*8+1; 

     
%PRINT loop starting conditions 
    fprintf('Running loop #%u temperatures: discs %.3f°C, sump %.3f°C 

\n',n,TEMPdiscs-273.15,TEMPsump-273.15) 
%SIMULATE dynamics 
    sim('dynamic')       

  
    TEMPdiscs1 = TEMPdiscs + (yout(end,6));  
    TEMPsump1 = TEMPsump + (yout(end,5));  

     
    TEMPdiscs = TEMPdiscs + (yout(end,6));  
    TEMPsump = TEMPsump + (yout(end,5));     
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fprintf(' temperatures before cooling: discs %.3f°C, sump 

%.3f°C\n',TEMPdiscs-273.15,TEMPsump-273.15) 
%SIMULATE cooling 
    sim('cooling')    

  
    TEMPdiscs = TEMPdiscs + (zout(end,1));  
    TEMPsump = TEMPsump + (zout(end,2)); 

  
    matrixsump = TEMPsump1 - 273.15 + [yout(:,5) ; (zout(:,1)+yout(end,5))]; 
    matrixdiscs = TEMPdiscs1 - 273.15 + [yout(:,6) ; 

(zout(:,2)+yout(end,6))]; 

  
looptime =linspace((n-1),n,(length(yout)+length(zout))); 

     
figure(1) 
plot(looptime+1,matrixsump,'b',looptime+1,matrixdiscs,'r') 
hold on 
legend('Temp sump','Temp discs') 
axis([1 (loops+1) 0 170]) 
title('Temperature') 
xlabel('Loop start [#]') 
ylabel('Temperature [°C]') 

  
end 
%% Plotting results 

  
%PLOT the last loop (sliding velocity) 
figure(2) 
plot(tout,yout(:,2),'b',t,w*RADIUSfriction,'r') 
title('Sliding velocity') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Sliding velocity at friction radius [m/s]') 

  
%PRINT simulation ending 
fprintf(' Simulation endig, temperatures: discs %.3f°C, sump 

%.3f°C\n',TEMPdiscs-273.15,TEMPsump-273.15) 
toc 
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Appendix 7 – Simulink printout simulation 
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Where the embedded Matlab function “Friction” is  

function 

[Torque_friction,Torque_dampening,my,u,ENERGYabsorbed,TEMPhousediff,TEMPdiscs

diff] = 

fcn(time,wB,angB,Adampening,EMPTY2,EMPTY3,Apist,tip,pip,nf,rf,CMdiscs,CMsump,

EMPTY1,VELOCITY,TEMPair,wC,TEMPdiscs,TEMPhouse) 
%#eml 

  
[value,I]=min(abs(tip-time));  %#ok<ASGLU> 
deltat = (time-tip(I)); 
step = max(tip)/(length(tip));                          %total time / lengt 

of tip 

  
diffrad = wB - wC;     %absolute valueof speed differance [rad/s] 
u = rf*diffrad;             %Sliding velocity at friction radius [m/s] 

  
%If command to avoid reading pip+1 
if I < length(tip) 
   P = pip(I) + (pip(I+1)-pip(I))*(deltat/step);   %creating a slope between 

the points 
else 
    P = pip(I); 
end 
preload = 20;   %preloadspring =20N 
F = Apist*P+preload;                %Force ( A[m2] * P[Pa]) 
%NOTE THAT DENSITY VISCOUSITY AND FRICTION MUST BE REPLACED WHEN SIMULATING 

ANOTHER LUBRICANT 
t = TEMPdiscs; 
%viscoucity 
rho = 0.5*(1./(0.075*(1.00*t-260)))-0.09+0.0006*(t-300);       %Dynamic 

viscosity [Pa_s] 

  
%FRICTION FUNCTION------------------------------------------------ 
% if u < 0 
%     v = 0; 
% elseif u > 1.2          %prevents sliding velocity over 1,2 since the pin 

on disc is not to be extrapolated 
%     v = 1.2; 
% else 
    v = u; 
% end 
my =(0.096*tanh(8*v+1.35)+0.020*tanh(0.8*v-0.2)-0.12*tanh(0.25*v)+0.019*v-

0.03./(1+20*v))+... 
        (384-t).*(0.00013+0.00009*tanh(4*v+0)+0.00055./(1+15*v)-0.000025.*v); 
%TORQUE----------------------------------------------------------- 
Torque_friction = F*nf*rf*my; 
Torque_dampening = nf*rf*(rho*Adampening*(v/0.0001)); 
Torque_total = Torque_friction + Torque_dampening; 
%HEAT------------------------------------------------------------- 
ENERGYabsorbed = (Torque_total) * angB; 
rpm = VELOCITY*20; 

  
    Pdth = (TEMPdiscs-TEMPhouse)*(2.8+rpm*0.027);    %heat transfer effect 

discs to sump 
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    ENERGYdth = Pdth * time;                        %Heat transfer between 

discs and sump 
    Phta = VELOCITY*(TEMPhouse-TEMPair)*0.5;         %heat transfer effect 

sump to air 
    ENERGYhta = Phta*time;                       
if time > 0.01 
    TEMPdiscsdiff = (ENERGYabsorbed - ENERGYdth)/CMdiscs; 
    TEMPhousediff = (ENERGYdth - ENERGYhta)/CMsump; 
else 
    TEMPdiscsdiff = 0; 
    TEMPhousediff = 0; 
end 
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Appendix 8 – Variables.m 

%file is variables.m 

  
%Simulation variables------------------------------------------------------ 
coolingendtime = 0.01;      %runtime of cooling simulatiion (drivingcase) 

must not be zero, set 0.01 if small 
dynamicendtime = 3;         %runtime of dynamics simulation (drivingcase) 
loops = 1;                  %number of loops 

  
TEMPair = 30+273.15; 
TEMPdiscs = 10+273.15;      %initial temperature centigrade (20) 
TEMPsump = 10+273.15;       %initial temperature centigrade (20) 

  
VELOCITY = 10;              %Velocity of the veichle that affects the 

cooling, both air and rotation of the cardan axle [m/s] 

  
drivecase = 0;              %if [1] uses inputs from parameter.m if 0 uses 

drivingcase below 
rampresolution = 100;       %number of steps in ramp per second, prefered 

over 100persec 
rampinitspeed = 750;          %[rpm] 
rampendspeed = 750;           %[rpm] 
ramppressure = 8;           %[Bar] 
rampinittime = 1;           %[s] 
ramptime = 1;               %[s] (ramptime and rampinittime*2 must sum to 

dynamicendtime) 

  

  
%FIXED THERMO CONSTANTS------------------------------------------------------

---- 
Csteel = 460;           %[J/(Kg*K)] 
Cbrass = 380;           %[J/(Kg*K)] 
Calu = 903;             %[J/(Kg*K)] 
Coil = 1800;            %[J/(Kg*K)] 

  
%---------------------------------RIG-------------------------------------- 
%fprintf('\nUsing properties for dyn4 rig and gen4 HLSC for\n') 
% D1 = 16;                    %number of teeth pinion[V70=16](if rigtesting 

without differential, use the same for pinion and crown gear 
% D2 = 41;                    %number of teeth crown gear[V70=41] 
%  
% I1 = 0.022085;              %moment of inertia cardan 

axle+link[V70=0.017285] 
% I2 = 0.000733+0.00035+0.0024+0;   %LSC front 

[flange+shaft+frictiondiscs][V70=0.000733+0.00035+0.0024] 
% I3 = 0.00041875;              %LSC rearaxle+pinion[V70=0.003894+] 
% I4 = 0.00765;               %differential 
% I5 = 0.004691;                 %driveshafts+links only write inertia for 

one driveshaft 
%  
% K1 = 8200;                  %in front of coupling [V70=8200] 
% Ki1 = 52250;                %shaft in [V70=52250] 
% Ki2 = 21600;                %shaft out [V70=21600] 
% K2 = 5000;                  %after coupling [V70=5000] 
%  
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% BB = 0.0;                  %Dampening [Nm/(rad/s)] 
% BC = 0.0;             
% RADIUSpistono = 0.052;      %outer radius of piston 
% RADIUSpistoni = 0.0304;     %inner radius of piston 
% NUMBERfriction = 20;        %number of friction interfaces (two per 

friction disc) 
% RADIUSfrictiono = 0.0536;   %outer radius of friction interface 
% RADIUSfrictioni = 0.038;    %inner radius of friction interface 
% MASSdiscsteel = 0.3+0.315+1.052+0.152; %mass of steel in frictiondisc and 

lamella basket and last stabilator disc 
% MASSdiscbrass = 0.210;           %mass of brass in friction disc 
% MASSsteel = 1.005+1.044+0.143;              %rear shaft+front shaft+valve 
% MASSalu = 2.598+1.840+0.520+0.233+0.042;     %front housing+ rear 

housing+pump+piston+filter 
% MASSoil = 0.7/0.96;              

  
%------------------------------V70 drivetrain------------------------------ 
fprintf('\nUsing properties for a V70 drivetrain and gen4 HLSC for\n') 
D1 = 16;                    %number of teeth pinion[V70=16](if rigtesting 

without differential, use the same for pinion and crown gear 
D2 = 41;                    %number of teeth crown gear[V70=41] 

  
I1 = 0.00722085;              %moment of inertia cardan 

axle+link[V70=0.022085] 
I2 = 0.000733+0.00035+0.0024;   %LSC front 

[flange+shaft+frictiondiscs][V70=0.000733+0.00035+0.0024] 
I3 = 0.00041875;              %LSC rearaxle+pinion[V70=0.00041875] 
I4 = 0.00765;               %differential[V70=0.00765] 
I5 = 0.004691;                 %driveshafts+links only write inertia for one 

driveshaft[V70=0.004691] 

  
K1 = 8200;                  %in front of coupling [V70=8200] 
Ki1 = 52250;                %shaft in [V70=52250] 
Ki2 = 21600;                %shaft out [V70=21600] 
K2 = 5000;                  %after coupling [V70=5000] 

  
BB = 0.032;                  %Dampening [Nm/(rad/s)] 
BC = 0.011;             
RADIUSpistono = 0.052;      %outer radius of piston 
RADIUSpistoni = 0.0304;     %inner radius of piston 
NUMBERfriction = 20;        %number of friction interfaces (two per friction 

disc) 
RADIUSfrictiono = 0.0536;   %outer radius of friction interface 
RADIUSfrictioni = 0.038;    %inner radius of friction interface 

  
MASSdiscsteel = 0.3+0.315+1.052+0.152; %mass of steel in frictiondisc and 

lamella basket and last stabilator disc 
MASSdiscbrass = 0.210;           %mass of brass in friction disc 

  
MASSsteel = 1.005+1.044+0.143;              %rear shaft+front shaft+valve 
MASSalu = 2.598+1.840+0.520+0.233+0.042;     %front housing+ rear 

housing+pump+piston+filter 
MASSoil = 0.7/0.96;              
%-----------------------------End of drivetrain---------------------------- 
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Appendix 9 – Other Scripts 

House to Air 
tic 
clear all 
load v0.mat 
t0 = linspace(0,length(v0),length(v0)); 
plot(t0,v0,'y')                             %plot measured values 
hold on 

  
load v10.mat 
t10 = linspace(0,length(v10),length(v10)); 
plot(t10,v10,'g')                           %plot measured values 

  
plot(t10,22,'r')                            %plot air temperature 

  
load hv0.mat 
plot(hv0(:,1),hv0(:,2),'b')                 %plot measured values 

  
load hv10.mat 
plot(hv10(:,1),hv10(:,2),'c')               %plot measured values 

  
%% 
TEMPsump = 70;                              %initial temperature 
TEMPair = 22;                               %air end steady state temperature 
VELOCITY = 0;                               %velocity of passing air 
n = 1; 
for n = 1:1:5000                            %5000 seconds 

    
    ENERGY = 7840*(TEMPsump-TEMPair);                       %energy in loop 
    SUMPtoAIR = (TEMPsump-TEMPair)*(2.05+VELOCITY*0.87);    %heattransfer [W] 
    TEMPsump = TEMPair+(ENERGY-1*SUMPtoAIR)/7840;           %calculates the 

end temperature for every loop 

     
    plot(n,TEMPsump,'k')                    %plotting every loop 
    n = n+1; %#ok<FXSET> 
end 
%% 

  
TEMPsump = 73; 
TEMPair = 22; 
VELOCITY = 4.6; 
n = 1; 
for n = 1:1:5000 

    
    ENERGY = 7840*(TEMPsump-TEMPair); 
    SUMPtoAIR = (TEMPsump-TEMPair)*(2.05+VELOCITY*0.87); 
    TEMPsump = TEMPair+(ENERGY-1*SUMPtoAIR)/7840; 

     
    plot(n,TEMPsump,'k') 
    n = n+1; %#ok<FXSET> 
end 
%% 
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TEMPsump = -22; 
TEMPair = 17; 
VELOCITY = 0; 
n = 1; 
for n = 1:1:5000 

    
    ENERGY = 7840*(TEMPsump-TEMPair); 
    SUMPtoAIR = (TEMPsump-TEMPair)*(2.05+VELOCITY*0.87); 
    TEMPsump = TEMPair+(ENERGY-1*SUMPtoAIR)/7840; 

     
    plot(n,TEMPsump,'k') 
    n = n+1; %#ok<FXSET> 
end 
%% 

  
TEMPsump = -21; 
TEMPair = 20; 
VELOCITY = 4.6; 
n = 1; 
for n = 1:1:5000 

    
    ENERGY = 7840*(TEMPsump-TEMPair); 
    SUMPtoAIR = (TEMPsump-TEMPair)*(2.05+VELOCITY*0.87); 
    TEMPsump = TEMPair+(ENERGY-1*SUMPtoAIR)/7840; 

     
    plot(n,TEMPsump,'k') 
    n = n+1; %#ok<FXSET> 
end 
%% 

  
TEMPsump = 70; 
TEMPair = 22; 
VELOCITY = 35; 
n = 1; 
for n = 1:1:5000 

    
    ENERGY = 7840*(TEMPsump-TEMPair); 
    SUMPtoAIR = (TEMPsump-TEMPair)*(2.05+VELOCITY*0.87); 
    TEMPsump = TEMPair+(ENERGY-1*SUMPtoAIR)/7840; 

     
    plot(n,TEMPsump,'m') 
    n = n+1; %#ok<FXSET> 
end 
%% 

  
TEMPsump = -20; 
TEMPair = 22; 
VELOCITY = 35; 
n = 1; 
for n = 1:1:5000 

    
    ENERGY = 7840*(TEMPsump-TEMPair); 
    SUMPtoAIR = (TEMPsump-TEMPair)*(2.05+VELOCITY*0.87); 
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    TEMPsump = TEMPair+(ENERGY-1*SUMPtoAIR)/7840; 

     
    plot(n,TEMPsump,'m') 
    n = n+1; %#ok<FXSET> 
end 
%% 
axis([0 5000 -21 70]) 
title('Cooling at different air velocities') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Temperature [°C]') 
legend('v=0 70to22°C  measured','v=4.6 73to22°C  measured','Air 

temperature','v=0 -20to20°C  measured','v=4.6 -20to22°C  

measured','extrapolated at 35m/s') 

  
toc 

 

Discs to House 
tic 
clear all 
load temperature0.mat  
load temperature10.mat 
load temperature20.mat 
load temperature50.mat 
load temperature100.mat 
%temperatures.mat ; col1 = v0 , col2 = v10 , col3 = v20 , col4 = v50 , col5 = 

v100. 

  
CMdiscs = 916.54; 
CMhouse = 7046.2; 
%% VELOCITY 0 km/h 
length = length(temperature0(:,1)); 
t = linspace(0,length,length); 
initialtemperature = temperature0(1,1); 
endtemperature = temperature0(length,1); 
plot(t,temperature0(:,1)) 
hold on 
%--- 
energy = (CMhouse+CMdiscs)*(endtemperature-initialtemperature); 
TEMPdiscs = initialtemperature + energy/CMdiscs;    %initial temperatures 
TEMPhouse = initialtemperature; 
rpm = 0; 

  
for r = 1:length 
%SHT function 
dth = (TEMPdiscs-TEMPhouse)*(2.8+rpm*0.027); 
%END 
TEMPdiscs = TEMPdiscs-dth/CMdiscs; 
TEMPhouse = TEMPhouse+dth/CMhouse; 
plot(r,TEMPhouse,'r') 
hold on 
end 

  
%% VELOCITY 5 km/h 
VELOCITY = 5; 
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length = 574; 
t = linspace(0,length,length); 
initialtemperature = temperature100(1,1); 
endtemperature = temperature100(length,1); 
plot(t,temperature100(:,1),'y') 
hold on 
energy = (CMhouse+CMdiscs)*(endtemperature-initialtemperature); 
TEMPdiscs = initialtemperature + energy/CMdiscs;    %initial temperatures 
TEMPhouse = initialtemperature; 
rpm = 20*VELOCITY; 

  
for r = 1:length 
%SHT function 
dth = (TEMPdiscs-TEMPhouse)*(2.8+rpm*0.027); 
%END 
TEMPdiscs = TEMPdiscs-dth/CMdiscs; 
TEMPhouse = TEMPhouse+dth/CMhouse; 
plot(r,TEMPhouse,'g') 
hold on 
end 

  
%% VELOCITY 100 km/h 
VELOCITY = 100; 
length = 200; 
energy = (CMhouse+CMdiscs)*(endtemperature-initialtemperature); 
TEMPdiscs = 86;    %initial temperatures 
TEMPhouse = 24; 
rpm = 20*VELOCITY; 

  
for r = 1:length 
%SHT function 
dth = (TEMPdiscs-TEMPhouse)*(2.8+rpm*0.027); 
%END 
TEMPdiscs = TEMPdiscs-dth/CMdiscs; 
TEMPhouse = TEMPhouse+dth/CMhouse; 
plot(r,TEMPhouse,'m') 
hold on 
end 

  
%% END 
legend('v0 km/h measured data','v0 km/h calculated','v5 km/h measured 

data','v5 km/h calculated','v100 km/h calculated') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Temperature °C') 
axis([0 700 24 32]) 
toc 

 

Damping 

Free 

load a.mat 
clear all 
v = linspace(0,200*0.1047,length(a)); 
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Tq=v*0.01; 

  
%col 1 is time 
%col 2 is rotational speed rpm 
%col 3 is torque  
figure(1) 
plot(a(:,1),a(:,2)) 
xlabel('Time[s]') 
ylabel('Rotation speed [rpm]') 

  
figure(2) 
plot(a(:,2),a(:,3)-0.4) 
hold on 
xlabel('Rotation speed [rpm]') 
ylabel('Torque [Nm]') 
plot(v/(0.1047),Tq,'r') 

In 

load a.mat 
clear all 

  
v = linspace(0,200*0.1047,length(a)); 

  
Tq=v*0.108; 

  
%col 1 is time 
%col 2 is rotational speed rpm 
%col 3 is torque  
figure(1) 
plot(a(:,1),a(:,2)) 
xlabel('Time[s]') 
ylabel('Rotation speed [rpm]') 

  
figure(2) 
plot(a(:,2),a(:,3)) 
hold on 
xlabel('Rotation speed [rpm]') 
ylabel('Torque [Nm]') 
plot(v/(0.1047),Tq,'r') 

Out 

load a.mat 
clear all 

  
v = linspace(0,200*0.1047,length(a)); 

  
Tq=v*0.13; 

  
%col 1 is time 
%col 2 is rotational speed rpm 
%col 3 is torque  
figure(1) 
plot(a(:,1),a(:,2)) 
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xlabel('Time[s]') 
ylabel('Rotation speed [rpm]') 

  
figure(2) 
plot(a(:,2),a(:,3)-0.4) 
hold on 
xlabel('Rotation speed [rpm]') 
ylabel('Torque [Nm]') 
plot(v/(0.1047),Tq,'r') 

 


